
Chapter_1

Making the quiz functional



Droppable capital names and scoring



Chapter 2

Creating the layout

Making the puzzle functional







Chapter 3

Getting ready

Designing the home page



Making the tour functional





Chapter4

Designing the page

Adding event handlers in the init method



Displaying posts of a subreddit





Getting comments for a post











Chapter 5

Implementing the drag and drop CAPTCHA



Creating the slider CAPTCHA



Creating the number CAPTCHA



Chapter6



Styling the content

Creating the timeline markup from data

Implementing the timeline functionality





Chapter7

Designing the page



Displaying the map





Chapter8



Designing the page

Filling album names







Chapter9

Creating a widget to search data in a table



Creating a widget to display a slideshow





Chapter10

Styling the content



Implementing the color picker





Chapter11



Initializing the portlets



Implementing sharing buttons

Displaying Flickr photos



Creating a weather widget



Displaying posts from the reddit front page



Creating an image display widget



Appendix

General guidelines



Using jQuery UI Themeroller to customize a theme
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